Senior Data Scientist/Analyst
Vendo - Barcelona – 04/2015

Job description
We are looking for a passionate data scientist in touch with industry trends and technologies. You will
take part in a fast moving, focused team that is dedicated, hard working and gets results. You should be
able to get things done and take ownership of your projects. Self-direction and independent problem
solving is a core part of your job.
This position is a long term full time contract. Our team is located all over Europe and United States, and
our office is situated in Barcelona, where staff have the option to work from home or the office. The
person should be in BCN or willing to move to BCN.
This position will primarily add value to Vendo and its merchants by collecting data, analyzing
performance, developing actionable solutions, and presenting recommendations for growth.
Responsibilities


Collecting and analyzing performance data to answer key questions by developing potential solutions
and presenting clear and actionable recommendations



Working with our dev team to design and develop dynamic applications for optimization and testing



Designing and creating executive level market research reports



Setting up performance tests, tracking data, analyzing results, and reporting findings along with
recommendations for next steps

Desired Skills and Experience
Requirements


Strong problem solving skills and detail oriented -- quantitative aptitude a must



Excellent work ethic, dependable, and responsible



Inquisitive personality



Ability to prioritize projects and thrive in a fast paced, multi-tasking environment



Must have excellent English verbal and written communication skills



Advanced skills with Microsoft Excel and spreadsheet modeling for business applications



Experience with SQL and reporting tools



Experience with optimization and testing in a production environment



A strong statistical and technical background including:



Experience and confidence building/developing in R



Visualization



Clustering



Data modeling



Experiment design



Experience with large volume data

Qualifications:


A minimum of 3 years experience as an analyst - data scientist, preferably in E-commerce



Bachelors or advanced degree in one of the following subjects: Math, Engineering, Business,
Computer Science or Economics.
About this company
Follow company
Vendo is a top 250 global online retailer.
We are an analytics company that sells at the point of sale. We develop easy to use tools for pricing,
billing, ux and offer management.
We focus on three major areas:
1. Identifying the real differences that exist between individual online shoppers
2. Delivering the right pricing, billing, ux and offers for each shopper
3. Testing and improving
Our easy to use tools, released in 2014, stopped revenue leaks by 10% per shopper.
How can you stop leaving money on the table? Find out by visiting http://partner.vendostore.com

